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Nimble is a emerging and revolutionary storage technology that differentiates
itself from the legacy players in the market. They were founded 8 years ago
with the understanding that another major technology catalyst would
transform the storage industry. The catalyst surrounding these changes were
Flash, Cloud Connectivity and Big Data Analytic's. Nimble has designed their
technology from the ground up with these catalysts in mind especially with the
release of the Hybrids and All Flash Arrays that over 7,600 customers are now
utilizing in their environments worldwide.

Key Benefits of Nimble
1/3 of the cost! The technology decouples from disk, so less hardware.
33-66% lower TCO, 5X smaller footprint in Datacenters so less power,
coolant, rack space, etc.
99.9999% of availability, 6 9's of availability a true enterprise class
solution.
Licenses are included so no licenses fees.
1 of 5 companies with a CVD in place with Cisco.

Cloud Connectivity via InfoSight to monitor over 14,000 arrays deployed
with predictive analytics.
90% of support cases are opened by InfoSight and 85% are closed
without human interaction.
Call support has only L3+ engineers.
No Forklift Upgrades needed. Seamless Migrations. If you need to get
more performance or upgrade, just swap out the Controllers.
Maintenance fees protection and free controller upgrade 25% or better at
time of maintenance renewals.
A leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant and adding on average 480 net
new logos a quarter. Fastest growing company in the industry.

Nimble Storage InfoSight: Defining a New Storage Experience
Nimble Storage InfoSight is not just a better way of managing storage-it
completely transforms the model for storage management. Confidently meet
your workload SLAs with actionable intelligence to preempt issues, achieve
peak storage health, and forecast and manage future growth.

Attend a Nimble Workshop!
Date: May 5th, 2016

Breakfast starts at 8:30 AM
Training starts at 9:00 AM

Time: 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

Duration: 1 Day

Location:
Cisco Offices
111 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, NJ 08830

Pricing:
$0 (**Regularly $750)
**Waived during introductory period

Contact me below to learn more & register!
Learn More & Register!

We are available 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Feel free to contact me any
time to answer questions or provide you a quote for IT solutions.

